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Abstract

Based on the corpus provided by the 2019 Chinese Emotional Conversation 
Generation (CECG) evaluation task, an emotional conversation system is 
implemented in this paper using deep learning and other technologies such as 
GPT-2 and BERT.  The effectiveness of the system is evaluated based on the 
test data and criteria provided by CECG.  The results based on three human 
annotators show that the system has a similar effectiveness level with that 
of the best team participating in the 2019 CECG task.  Further case studies 
reveal that the more post/reply pairs about a topic in the training data, the 
better the language model of GPT-2 to generate innovative, interesting, and 
perfect response sentences for that topic.  The main contributions of this study 
are: 1. Integrating emotion into the post string as a condition for computing 
probability, so as to simply train GPT-2 and make GPT-2 predict in the original 
way; 2. Applying BERT to predict the coherence of response sentences as a 
basis for ranking.  Although these two techniques are derived from the training 
mechanisms of GPT and BERT respectively, we have slightly modified them to 
fit the task of CECG and achieved good results.
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SUMMARY

Introduction
In human-computer interaction, automatic recognition of human emotions 

for appropriate response can make human-computer interaction smoother and 
more effective.  Related research shows that the expression of empathy can 
increase user satisfaction and promote positive interaction.
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In pursuit of the above delicate interaction, this paper presents the building 
of a Chinese dialogue system that emphasizes on emotional conversation using 
state-of-the-art AI techniques, namely Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) 
and Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT).  This 
emotional conversation system (ECS) is expected to respond to a user’s post with 
a fluent and coherent reply conforming to a specified or detected emotion.

Problem
Specifically, this paper adopts the datasets and evaluation criteria from the 

Chinese Emotional Conversation Generation (CECG) Shared Task held in Short 
Text Conversation Task (STC-3) in the 14th NTCIR Workshop (2018-2019) to 
train the proposed system and evaluate its performance.

The CECG task is defined as: for a user input post, the system needs to 
output a response (or reply) with a specified emotion category, of which there are 
5 types of emotion: Anger, Disgust, Happiness, Like, and Sadness.  A possible 
example of the post/reply is as follows:

User’s post: My cat died yesterday.
System reply (given a specified emotion type in the squared bracket):
[1: like] Oh she likes to make believe.  That’s cute.
[2: Sadness] Oh, I’m so sorry for your loss.
[3: Disgust] That’s fine.  That would save you a lot of trouble.
[4: Anger] Was it killed? Let’s find out who did it!
[5: Happiness] How fortunate! She’s an angel now in heaven.  

Note that in this imaginative example, the user’s post may express sadness, it is 
rather difficult to make a like response, even for human.

The datasets provided by the CECG Shared Task are based on the pairs of 
posts and responses of Weibo users mainly from mainland China, with a total of 
about 1.7 millions of pairs (about 1.1 millions of pairs in 2019 and about 600,000 
in 2017).  For each post or replied text, a machine classifier was trained to label 
the emotion type of the text, and its accuracy is about 62%.

The CECG Shared Task evaluates each reply based on the post and the 
specified emotion, by human, according to the following criteria:

IF Coherence and Fluency 
 IF Emotion Consistency 
  LABEL 2
 ELSE
  LABEL 1
ELSE
  LABEL 0
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Note that Coherence means that the reply is consistent with the topic of the 
post, Fluency means that the reply text is smooth and grammatically correct, 
and Emotion Consistency denotes that the reply’s emotion is consistent with the 
specified emotion.

Method
The developed ECS system consists of a user interface, a GPT-2 model 

for text generation, and a BERT model for text understanding and coherence 
prediction.  The ECS takes input post from users through a Web API (or Web UI).  
An open source GPT-2 Chinese model was trained to output k candidate replies.  
These candidates were further ranked by a Chinese BERT model trained to predict 
the coherence of the reply based on the post.  The highest ranked candidate was 
then chosen as the output reply.  

The training data from CECG were in the form: [ [post_i, post_i_emotion], 
[reply_i, reply_i_emotion] ].  They were converted into the form: [“post_i 
[reply_i_emotion] reply_i”] so as to conform to the training data format of GPT-
2.  In other word, the CECG problem asks us to predict the reply based on two 
conditions: 

𝑃( reply | post, emotion)

By concatenating the two conditions into one string, we reformulated the problem 
into the original language model learnable and predictable by GPT-2:

𝑃( reply | ”post [emotion]”)

The GPT-2 was trained on a Titan RTX GPU with 24GB RAM.  It took 
approximately 200 hours to train the 1.7 millions of post/reply pairs for 100 
epochs.

The GPT-2 can be configured to output k candidate replies.  To rank these 
candidates, a Chinese BERT pretrained model from Google was downloaded 
and fine-tuned on part of the original training data with the following format for 
coherence prediction:

[ 
 [ post_1, reply_1, 1.0 ],
 [ post_3, reply_7, 0.0 ],
 [ post_8, reply_8, 1.0 ],
 [ post_9, reply_2, 0.0 ],
…
]
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In other words, the BERT model was trained to do linear regression 
prediction: if the input is the original post/reply pairs from the training data, the 
desired output has a score of 1.0; if the input is the scrambled post/reply pairs, 
the desired output is 0.0 to indicate that the post and reply are not coherent.  The 
BERT model was fine-tuned on 15,000 pairs for one epoch (about 3 minutes), in 
which paired and scrambled post/reply are 50% each.

Findings
Based on the evaluation criteria of the CECG Shared Task in 2019, the 

evaluation of 1,000 ECS generated replies by three native speakers majored in 
Chinese linguistics indicated that 90.3% reply texts are grammatical correct, and 
59.1% are coherent to the posted text, and about 88% reply sentences are novel 
(not in the 1.7M training texts).  This result outperformed the top-ranking system 
in the 2019 task, where a hybrid method of using both text generation and rule-
based mechanisms was applied.  Further case studies revealed that the ECS could 
generate innovative, interesting, and perfect response sentences for popular topics 
in the training data.

As an example, for the post stated “I would like to be with you forever,” 
example replies would look like: “I would also like to be with you forever.” if the 
specified emotion is “Like”; and “Why do you have to stay with me? It’s not fair!” 
if the specified emotion is “Disgust”.

More exploration of the ECS showed that, If the topic of the post is rich in 
the training data, the GPT-2 can generate creative sentences; if the topic of the 
post is relatively scarce in the training data, the smoothness and topic coherence of 
the generated sentence will diminish.  These results are similar with conclusions 
from previous studies.

Conclusions
The main contributions of this study are: 1. Integrating emotion type into 

the post text as a single condition for language modeling, so as to train and 
apply GPT-2 in the original way; 2. Applying BERT to predict the coherence of 
response text for ranking the generated replies.  Although these two techniques 
are derived from the training mechanisms of GPT and BERT, respectively, we 
have slightly modified the techniques to fit the task of CECG and achieved good 
results.

This work sheds light on the pursuit of delicate human-computer interaction 
with emotion.  Future work is needed to achieve the goal of better response texts 
(through better language modeling or larger training dataset) and to propose 
effective response strategies to yield proper emotional reply once a corresponding 
emotion was detected in the post.
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